
Test Corrections – ESP 2  

 

An important part of this class is the opportunity to correct tests. I feel that it 

is an important part of learning the material that was presented on the 

tests...we learn by making mistakes and fixing them. Please follow the 

following rules when doing your corrections: 

 

FIRST, complete at least 10 @HomeTutor questions for the lesson that the 

exam covered under Gramática. Print your session report and attach to your 

original test and corrections. 

 

        Corrections must be typed, printed, and attached to the original test. In order 

for you to get your points, tell me 1) what you got wrong, 2) WHY it was 

wrong, 3) what the CORRECT answer is, and 4) WHY it is correct.  I want to 

see that you understand your mistakes and are learning from them. 

 

For example:     Yo eres de Guatemala. 

 

Correction:  Yo soy de Guatemala. I got it wrong because I used the wrong 

verb form. I know that yo eres de Guatemala means I you are from 

Guatemala. I should have said yo soy de Guatemala, because that means I am 

from Guatemala. I know that I have to use yo(I)  with soy and eres is only 

used with tú (you). 

 

        Listening sections cannot be corrected. 

        If the error occurs in a sentence, whether it is a fill in the blank, translation or 

answer to a question, you must make the corrections in a complete sentence 

form. Words out of context are not useful and you will not remember them. 

 



        All corrections are due within 5 school days of the test return date – even if I 

do not specifically mention it as a homework assignment. You will need to 

come in to my room in the morning before school to work on the corrections. 

 

       Turn in stapled together: @HomeTutor session report with the grammar 

activities, corrections as detailed above, and your original exam. 

 

You will earn 50% of the original test question for doing this, which will not 

only improve your understanding of the material but improve your grade in 

the class. 
 

 

 


